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Furthermore, the rheological behavior close to m might cause serious problems in industrial applications: some
recurrent issues are blockage during slurry pumping, defective products due to inhomogeneities, equipment damage,
and high/inefficient energy consumption. On a positive note, their peculiar rheology helps create innovative
applications for systems with rather simple constituents, such as soft body armor using Kevlar fabrics impregnated
with shear-thickening fluid [19] or soft robotic gripper using shear-jamming granular material [20].
The motivation for studying the rheology of dense suspensions is clear. The study of the flow of suspensions has
seen great advances in terms of constitutive laws in the last decade, notably owing to the granular community with
the impacting work of Pouliquen’s group [21], the monumental paper of Cates & Wyart [22], and many numerical
works of Mari et al. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27].
These works are often of theoretical nature, and they underline the importance of the contact forces between
particles [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [14] [33]. Experiments of shear reversal made by the team of Poon [34] show that
more than 60% of the viscosity value corresponds to the contact portion of particle interactions. In highly concentrated
suspensions, contact interactions take precedence over hydrodynamic interactions. These results underline the
importance of characterizing the contact between particles and measuring the pairwise particle forces [7] [35].
Experimental studies have also shown the existence of flow instability [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42]. Under
constant stress, concentrated non-Brownian suspensions exhibit oscillating or even chaotic viscosity signals. These
behaviors are the origin of blade or pump failures encountered in industries when shear thickening fluids are subjected
to high stress.
In this thesis, I try to bring experimental elucidations to these problems. For this purpose, I used a tuning-fork force
microscope [43] [44] [45] to measure interaction forces between particles and linked them to the rheology of
suspensions. We also collaborated with Guillaume Ovarlez’s group to better characterize suspension flows and try to
understand why shear thickening fluid flows are troublesome in the industrial context. This work was based on the use
of an X-ray radiography device.
The organization of my manuscript is as follows:
• In Chap. 1, I present a bibliographical study on the flow of non-Brownian suspensions. This chapter concludes with
the objectives of my thesis.
• Chap. 2 is dedicated to the description of the experimental techniques that we have developed to carry out this
thesis work. I will pay particular attention to the description of the tuning fork setup.
The following chapters are presented mostly in the form of an accepted paper or a paper in progress:
• Chap. 3 deals with the measurement of the friction coefficient in suspensions of polystyrene beads in different
solvents. We show how subtle variations of the friction coefficient between two particles can affect the rheological
properties in a major way.
• Chap. 4 deals with the description of three-dimensional flows of concentrated suspensions during the shearthickening regime.
• Chap. 5 deals with another form of shear thickening: the transition to the inertial regime.
• A conclusion with perspectives in Chap. 6 ends the manuscript.
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The tensor is symmetric so  ij =  ji . The three diagonal terms are normal stresses, while the rests are tangential
stresses.
On each of the six imaginary surfaces dS , the tensor relates a surface force vector dF / dS to the corresponding
unit vector e along the direction i :

dFj

•

dS

=  ij ei

or

dF =  e dS .

(1.5)

In a moving fluid, the stress tensor is written as:

 ij = − p ij +  ij ,

•

(1.6)

where  ij is the Kronecker delta. The first term of the equation − p ij corresponds to the pressure, and the second
term  ij is called the deviator. In this system, it is necessary to introduce a behavior law that links the stress tensor to
the velocity tensor. These laws might be very complex and involve many differential equations.
Here we consider a very simple situation and focus on the case of two parallel plates, separated by a distance h ,
with the stresses applied to the system by the top plate moving at a velocity U in the direction x . By symmetric
argument, the stresses depend uniquely on y . Moreover, in this example, there exists only the shear stress

 xy =  yx =  and the normal stress  xx ,  yy ,  zz . From now on, the shear stress will be simply noted as  .
Let us discuss how to measure and model  .

1.2.2 Basic concepts in rheology
Rheology studies the flow of materials with both solid and fluid characteristics. Together with M. Reiner, E.C.
Bingham introduced the term in 1929 [48] by inspiration from the Greek quotation “Panta rhei” (Everything flows).
Rheology focuses mainly on the flow and deformation of substances with a complex microstructure, whose behavior
cannot be wholly accounted for by classical solid mechanics or fluid mechanics.
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area varies as FN

2/3

( FN being the normal force), which leads to a decrease in the friction coefficient with increasing

normal force:  p = FN −1/3 . When the normal force is high enough for the contact to enter the plastic regime, the
friction coefficient stabilizes at a constant value.
Based on a modeling of the friction coefficient as a function of the normal force that follows Brizmer’s model,
Lemaire and co-workers explain the shear-thinning behavior of PS suspensions through numerical simulation and
experiments. In a very recent paper [63], the same team shows that Brizmer’s law does not necessarily describe all
systems. However, by using the experimental variation law of  p as a function of the normal force and their numerical
simulations, they predict perfectly the rheology curves.
The open questions in shear-thinning systems concern studying the mechanisms that will affect the friction
coefficient at the level of particles. The theoretical framework is well described but the experiments are few and it is
necessary to bring experimental evidences and quantitative results.

1.4 Conclusion: The aim of this thesis
We have demonstrated that dense suspensions can exhibit very rich and complex behaviors despite having limited
to the systems with Pe →  and Sh →  . Luckily, their rheological laws are governed by only two dimensionless

parameters: the Reynolds number Re and the concentration  . In turn, the ( − m ) difference and likewise the 
-dependence rheology of these suspensions are modified by the particle friction coefficient

 p . Consequently,  p

should also be considered as a very important dimensionless parameter, as confirmed throughout many theoretical
and numerical works on dense suspensions [3] [35] [30] [10]. Nonetheless, studies focusing on direct measurement of

 p and exploring the link between  p and rheological behavior are still lacking.
Therefore, the main aim of this thesis is to experimentally evidence the crucial role of

 p in the rheology of dense

suspensions. We achieve this goal step by step by presenting—in the form of submitted articles—three phenomena
encountered in suspensions’ flow at the dense regime All three relate to the existence of the microscopic friction

p

between particles, and each of them can be outlined by some essential open questions (grouped into three chapters)
that we will address:

Chapter 3: What is the influence of solvent on the characteristics of particle friction  p ? How the
dependence of  p on FN results in shear thining?
This chapter exhibits different types of  p ( FN ) profiles of different particle-solvent systems and evidences the
strong connection between the  p ( FN ) profiles and the shear-thinning behavior of dense suspensions.
To achieve this goal, we measure the force profiles between polystyrene spheres immersed in various solvents
using our tunning-fork force microscope and connect these profiles to the rheology suspensions made with the
corresponding solvents.

Chapter 4: How do DST suspensions flow in the frictional state? Is the local density homogenous, and
what is the origin of flow instabilities in these systems?
With this chapter, we aim to understand the flow of dense suspension during the shear thickening transition. In
collaboration with Guillaume Ovarlez from LOF, we studied the density profile under shear of a suspension of polymeric
spheres in its plasticizer using a state-of-the-art radiography setup. With the obtained spatio-temporal evolution of
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The phenomenon of heterogeneous flows requires a coupling between the depiction of the mesoscale structure
and local velocity profile.

Temporal fluctuations
Non-steady and complex spatial-temporal dynamics have been observed in various materials, for example in
wormlike micellar solution , and more recently, in dense dispersions of cornstarch [38] [74] and of PVC particles in
plasticizer (see Chap. 4)
The characterization of these fluctuations required mostly a dynamics characterization of the structural changes,
coupling with rheological response

Slip at the wall
Slip at the solid-fluid interface might display in some material. This is generally attributed to the presence of a less
viscous lubrication film at the wall. The existence of wall-slip can be verified by velocimetry techniques and must be
corrected for rheological measurement.

Need for local characterization techniques
As mentioned above, in addition to rheological measurement, the study of complex fluids demands some local
approaches. The earliest local measurement technique used in rheology is magnetic resonance imaging. Next, singleparticle tracking—using light diffusion, ultrasound velocimetry, or particle imaging—is devised.
For this thesis, we use X-ray radiography to characterize the local density profiles of suspension during the DST
regime.

2.2 Tuning-fork force microscope (TFM)
In recent years, researchers of the rheology of the condensed dispersions are paying more and more attention to
the pairwise interactions between the solid particles in different kinds of solvent; more specifically, on the
characterization of frictions and the transition from the lubricated regime to the frictional regime at the particle level.
This section presents the Tuning-fork Force Microscope (TFM) that we used throughout this thesis. We present the
principles of frequency modulation techniques and introduce the basic formalism for the quantitative measurement
of dissipative and conservative force response. We also describe the TFM setup using an aluminum tuning fork and a
quartz tuning fork. We will show that the TFM can be a powerful tool to study the rheology of condensed materials at
the microscopic scale.

2.2.1 Basic concepts: Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM)
Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM is a technique first devised by G. Binnig’s group in 1986 [89], based on the
scanning tunneling microscope, an earlier invention that got Binnig a Nobel prize. Today, this branch of microscopy
still plays a crucial role in surface science and nanoscience.
SPM originally aimed to measure and image the interactions at the atomic resolution, thus is still colloquially called
atomic force microscopy, or AFM. We shall call this group of microscope AFM for convenience purposes (because we
do not necessarily aim for atomic resolution).
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Lateral forces could still be measured by using a torsion mode of cantilever [95] or by oscillating the sensor in
parallel to the sample’s surface [96]. But these methods are not capable of measuring both the normal and tangential
force in one single test, thus cannot be considered as a complete characterization of the force profile.
In-contact measurement
The AFM was originally designed for topographical application where only an image of the substrate is needed, so
most AFM apparatuses are not fit for an in-contact measurement where information about the complete force field
between two solid particles is desired. FM mode of the AFM is intended to be “non-contact modes”, meaning that the
vibrating probe stays at a distance from the sample; it only senses the interaction during a short duration in an
oscillation cycle where it comes closer to the sample. The AM mode is more suitable for this kind of “ram in” operation,
but again cantilever’s properties must favor either sensitivity or stability.

2.2.2 TFM for force-profile measurement
The main advantage of the tunning-fork device is its versatility and its accessible working conditions. Here, the
tuning fork (TF) is the force-sensing core of the apparatus, and we utilize two kinds of TF in our work: one TF is a
common quartz oscillator, and the other is made of aluminum. The quartz TF can be bought from any electronic
supplier (for example, code 148-4371 from RS Components), and the aluminum TF can be machined in any mechanical
workshop. The two materials are very similar in terms of elastic modulus and density, which spare us from performing
fastidious study about the oscillation properties of both.
In the case of aluminum TF, its centimeter size allows a handy manipulation, enabling many measurements on
particles of various sizes while maintaining a decent sensitivity. If desired, its dimension can be adjusted according to
future applications, but for now, we keep it proportional to that of a quartz oscillator. As for the quartz TF, it possesses
a greater sensitivity. Thus this TF is more suitable for in-depth studies of the interaction forces in smaller-sized particles,
which we also use in rheological studies. It is mainly the millimetric quartz TF that allows us to evidence the link
between the variation of microscopic friction  p and the shear-thinning behavior of suspension. The centimetric
aluminum TF is utilized uniquely to perform measurements on bigger particles of d p  100μm or in a very viscous
fluid of  f  1000 mPa s .
Figure 2-7 shows a sketch of our TF device, which is composed of four main components: the tuning-fork probe—
the core force sensor; the accelerometer—the measurement unit; the piezo actuators—the excitation generators; and
the control system. Any forces that arrive from outside of the TF device will be treated as external forces Fext .
A tungsten tip fixed to the lower prong is used as support to attach a particle to the TF. Since the top prong mirrors
the lower prong, measuring one’s deflection gives us information about the movement of the other and the bead.
When the TF resonates, the particle oscillates simultaneously in the normal (noted as N in Figure 2-7) and the
tangential (noted as T ) direction relative to a substrate below. Bringing it into contact with another particle (immobile)
on the substrate changes its oscillation characteristics. Consequently, one can meticulously record the interactions
between the two beads by monitoring the changes of the oscillations.
On the aluminum TF, the resonance properties are recorded by an accelerometer attached to the top prong; on
the quartz TF, the resonances are measured through the electrodes integrated directly on the TF. The main attributes
of resonance—its amplitude A and its frequency f —recorded for each direction can then be processed, giving access
to the dissipative and conservative forces in both resonance modes. Here, we must point out that even though the TF
N

resonates simultaneously in both directions, the normal resonating frequency f 0 is much higher than the tangential
T

one f 0 ; therefore, they are distinct and do not hamper each other during signal processing.
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prongs are perfectly symmetrical to each other, moving the TF’s center of mass will not vibrate it. However, due to the
slight difference in mass of the prongs, the TF vibrates in antisymmetric modes under excitation [45].
For the quartz TF, the prongs are excited electrically by sending an alternating current to two electrodes imprinted–
in an antisymmetric manner–on the prongs. Quartz has piezoelectrical property, so the parts subjected to the current
expand periodically, thus make the TF vibrating.

Surely, the nature of these two driving forces are not alike, but in essence, each excitation involves using a driving
current of voltage Edrive to create a driving force Fdrive that vibrates the TF. For both methods, the force is related to
the voltage via a force transduction factor C which is independent of the particle interactions:

Fdrive = C Edrive

•

(2.25)

This current is related to the deflection of the prongs through the following equation:

q = Cdrive Edrive

•

(2.26)

where Cdrive is the driving factor, defined as the ratio between the deflection of the TF and the driving voltage from
the generator, when interactions between the TF and the bottom particle (not the surrounding fluid) are absent.
Without external forces, the alternating driving voltage—generated by the controlling program as excitation
signal—is written as:

Edrive0 (t ) = E0 () exp(it ) .

•

(2.27)

This electrical excitation is translated into an unperturbed harmonic force Fdrive0 (t ) that drives the oscillation of
the TF at the frequency  :

Fdrive0 (t ) = F0 ( ) exp(it ) .

•

(2.28)

For the rest of this document, only the C and Cdrive obtained at the resonating frequencies f0 are relevant for the
calculation of pairwise interaction forces.
Driving factor Cdrive
It is crucial to note that, by definition, Cdrive does not change with the presence of particle interactions. It means
to be a calibration factor that is intrinsic to a TF setup and the environment at the moment of experiment. Cdrive
depends uniquely on the quality of the piezo actuators or the electrodes, the quality of the TF in use (i.e., internal
damping), the setup’s overall anchoring quality, and the environmental dissipation (e.g, humidity and temperature in
the measuring chamber, dissipations stemming from the fluid surrounding the top particle).
In brief, we calibrate Cdrive at the start of a measurement when the pair of particles under scrutiny are completely
separated (viz. pairwise hydrodynamic forces are absent), then use the Cdrive obtained to calculate pairwise dissipative
forces. We get different values of Cdrive for each fluid (including air) in which the particles are immersed and use them
correspondingly for force calculations of each particle-fluid system.
The controlling program performs automatically the calibration of Cdrive (simultaneously with the calibration of
resonating frequencies and Q factor) by using this formula:
37 | P a g e

alters resonance properties. Typically, the discrepancies between the two estimations are negligible; nevertheless, for
all the data processing, we will use the Cdrive measured when the control loop is activating for all the data analysis.
The force transduction factor C is calculated using the parameters obtained with the mentioned calibration, using
the formula C =

k0
Cdrive0 in Equation Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable..
Q0

Table 2: Calibration parameters of aluminum TF
Normal mode

Tangential mode

Static stiffness k0

480000 N m−1

154000 N m−1

Typical resonating frequency f0

1400 Hz

700 Hz

Typical Q factor Q0 (in air)

3000 − 2000

600 − 400

Accelerometer factor Caccel

0.430μm V-1

1.720μm V-1

Typical driving factor Cdrive

50 nm V-1

100nm V-1

Typical force transduction factor C

10μN V-1

30μN V-1

Table 3: Calibration parameters of quartz TF
Normal mode

Tangential mode

Static stiffness k0

26630 N m−1

8550 N m−1

Typical resonating frequency f0

29000 Hz

16000 Hz

Typical Q factor Q0 (in air)

3000 − 2000

600 − 400

Electrode factor Celect

50 nm V-1

2950 nm V-1

Typical driving factor Cdrive

300 nm V-1

300 nm V-1

Typical force transduction factor C

5μN V-1

10μN V-1

2.2.3 Quantitative measurements of conservative and dissipative forces
When a particle on the tip interacts with the one on the substrate, the external forces alter the resonance attributes
of the TF. By analyzing the changes in resonating frequency and resonance amplitude (or, interchangeably, in the
driving force), quantitative measurements of the conservative forces and the dissipative forces can be acquired.
In particular, the solid-like friction force can be extracted from the measurement of the dissipative force field,
providing crucial information about the interactions between particles dispersed in fluids, thus giving an insight into
the microscopic origin of the rheological behavior of the dispersions.
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f r to the frequency of the input signal Ein (t ) , so that the phase difference  between Ein (t ) and Er (t ) is centered
around zero.
The frequency f and phase outputs from PLL are then fed to a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) that
generates the excitation current for the TF device. The resonance of the TF is assured by matching the driving frequency
to that of the PLL input (i.e. signal from the accelerometer), and by maintaining a phase shift  of -90° between the
oscillation and the driving force. An additional PID feedback loop is imposed on the NCO using the R output from the
lock-in amplifier. During perturbations, this loop regulates the excitation voltage from the NCO to a new value E , and
keeps the oscillation amplitude of the prongs at a constant level A0 .
The variables f and E while the two particles are interacting can then be compared with the far-from-contact
set point f0 and E0 to measure δf and E .
Parameters for PLL
In principle, a lock-in amplifier is essentially a band-pass (BP) filter with a narrow bandwidth (BW) that centers
around the frequency f r . The trade-off between the signal-to-noise ratio and the response time depends on the cutoff frequency and the order of LP filters. The last two parameters are optimized automatically by the Nanonis control
system based on the BW of the PLL detection and a time constant  c which will be used throughout our
measurements.
The PLL bandwidths for amplitude and phase, BWA and BW , are determined empirically based on the noise level
and the approaching speed between the particles. The time constant  c is calculated by Nanonis directly from the
resonance curve using  c = 2Q / (2 f ) . The typical value of these parameters is given in Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 4: PLL parameters of aluminum tuning fork

Parameters of Aluminium TF
Amplitude bandwidth BWA

Normal mode
6 Hz

Tangential mode
50Hz

Phase bandwidth BW

6 Hz

75Hz

Typical resonating frequency f0

1400 Hz

700 Hz

Typical Q factor Q0 (in air)

3000 − 2000

600 − 400

Response time  c

Few hundreds of milliseconds

Few hundreds of milliseconds

Parameters of Quartz TF
Amplitude bandwidth BWA

Normal mode
50 Hz

Tangential mode
50Hz

Phase bandwidth BW

50 Hz

50Hz

Typical resonating frequency f0

29000 Hz

16000 Hz

Typical Q factor Q0 (in air)

3000 − 2000

600 − 400

Response time  c

Few milliseconds

Few milliseconds

Table 5: PLL parameter of quartz tuning fork
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Since the PVC powder is aggregated, to ensure a good dispersion state of the particles, we stirred the PVC
suspensions at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes using a Dispermat LC55 (VMA Getzmann). For other suspensions, we skip this
step, to avoid evaporation or because it is not necessary.
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of fresh concrete [EM Sloot and Nicolaas P Kruyt. Theoretical and experimental Study of the transport of granular
materials by inclined vibratory conveyors. Powder Technology, 87(3) :203{210, 1996)) ].
The vibrations can also induce unintentional soil liquefaction, as was the case in the Nigata earthquake in Japan; In
recent years, work has work has highlighted the major influence of vibration on the the major influence of vibrations
on the flow of suspensions, for two very different types of waves. On the one hand, low frequency and high amplitude
vibrations, the threshold of flow in gravity suspensions (facilitating the appearance of avalanches) [Caroline Hanotin,
S Kiesgen De Richter, Philippe Marchal, Laurent J Michot, and Christophe Baravian. Vibration induced liquefaction of
granular suspensions. Physical review letters, 108(19) :198301, 2012 ; Nama Gaudel, Sebastien Kiesgen de Richter,
Nicolas Louvet, Mathieu Jenny, and Salaheddine Skali-Lami. Bulk and local rheology in a dense and vibrated granular
suspension.Physical Review E, 96(6) :062905, 2017.) and facilitates the flow of shear thickening suspensions (which
"harden" under the effect of shear effect) [Neil YC Lin, Christopher Ness, Michael E Cates, Jin Sun, and IItai Cohen.
Tunable shear thickening in suspensions. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 113(39) :10774-10778,
2016.].
On the other hand, high frequency and low amplitude vibrations (ultrasound) have also shown an effect: in colloidal
gels [Thomas Gibaud, Noemie Dages, Pierre Lidon, Guillaume Jung, L Christian Ahoure, Michael Sztucki, Arnaud
Poulesquen, Nicolas Hengl, Frederic Pignon, and Sebastien Manneville. Rheoacoustic gels : tuning mechanical and flow
properties of colloidal gels with ultrasonic vibrations. Physical Review X, 10(1) :011028, 2020.] the injection of energy
forms micro-holes in the structure formed by the particles, and decreases its flow threshold. In shear thickening
suspensions, vibrations limit the viscosity increase with shear [Prateek Sehgal, Meera Ramaswamy, Itai Cohen, and
Brian J Kirby. Using acoustic perturbations to dynamically tune shear thickening in colloidal suspensions. Physical
review letters, 123(12) :128001, 2019.].
In this context and in order to understand why vibrations play a role, we think that measuring the coefficient of
friction under ultrasound would bring a new vision to the problem.
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RÉSUMÉ
Les suspensions—un type de matériau qui comporte des particules solides dispersées
dans un milieu liquide—sont omniprésentes dans notre vie quotidienne et dans l’industrie.
Leur caractéristique-clé est la contrainte requise pour les mettre en écoulement à une
vitesse désirée : cet attribut est le centre d’intérêt de la Rhéologie.
Récemment, il émerge que le frottement entre les particules se répercute sur la rhéologie
des suspensions concentrées. Cette interaction microscopique peut être altérée en
modifiant la surface des particules ou, notamment, en changeant le milieu liquide.
Dans cette thèse, nous cherchons à démontrer et caractériser l’effet du frottement interparticulaire sur des comportements rhéologiques des suspensions dans le régime dense.
Nous trouvons que des suspensions de mêmes particules se comportent de façons
différentes (newtonienne ou rhéofluidifiante) en dépendant des solvants utilisés. En outre,
leur courbe d’écoulement peut être connectée à la mesure de coefficient de frottement en
fonction de la force normale appliqué sur les particules.
Notre travail expérimental aide ouvrir la voie aux études sur des effets de forces à l’échelle
microscopique sur la rhéologie en bulk.
MOTS CLÉS
Suspensions denses ; Frottement inter-particulaire ; Rhéologie non-newtonienne ;
Rhéofluidification.

ABSTRACT
Suspensions—a type of material consisted of solid particles dispersed in a liquid medium—
are omnipresent in our daily life and in industry. Their key characteristic is the shear stress
required to make them flow at a desire shear rate: this attribute is the area of interest of
Rheology.
Recently, it emerged that the friction between the particles impact the rheology of
concentrated suspensions. This microscopic interaction can be altered by modifying the
particle surface or, especially, by changing the liquid medium.
In this thesis, we are looking to evidence and characterize the effect of interparticle friction
on the rheological behaviors of suspension in the dense regime. We found that
suspensions of same particles behave differently (Newtonian or shear-thinning) depending
on the solvents utilized. Furthermore, their flow curve can be connected to the
measurement of friction coefficient as a function of the normal force applied on the
particles.
Our work help paving the way for studies on effects of forces at microscopic scale on the
bulk rheology.
KEYWORDS
Dense suspensions; Inter-particle friction; non-Newtonian rheology; Shear thinning.

